DATES:
Throughout the year, we will have
the following activities:

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
Hidden Memories is a project about the complex histories and perceptions of the
Maidan revolution.
Marrying Oral History, artistic interpretation and state-of-the-art technology,
participants will collect, analyze, discuss and edit Maidan stories. These stories
will then be recorded by professional narrators in Ukrainian, Russian, English and
German and put into a mobile app that will allow everyone with a smartphone to
explore different perspectives on the revolution, listening to an interactive audio
play while taking a walk at the actual site of the events: Maidan Square.
This is not a technical project. You will need no programming skills. The basic

Introduction Seminar:
14.-16. of July 2017, Kyiv
Storytelling Seminar:
Sept/Oct. 2017, Kyiv
Opening Ceremony:
Nov/Dec. 2017, Kyiv
In the interval in between the
seminars, you will have time to
conduct a number of interviews,
select stories and prepare them for
integration into the app.

framework of the app is supplied by xm:lab at the Academy of Fine Arts Saar, our

COSTS:

partners from Saarbrücken, Germany.

Transportation, food and
accommodation during all
seminars are covered by the
project.

What we’ll do together is fill the app with stories that help bridging the gaps
between different perspectives on a complex key event in Ukrainian history,
creating empathy and unearthing common values behind seemingly

APPLICATION:

contradictory points of view.

Please find attached the
application form. Submit you
application before 15.06.2017.

In two seminars of three days each and an interval of self-organized research in
between, you will:

to: hiddenmemories2017@gmail.com

 Learn to conduct interviews
 Be part of an inspiring exchange of ideas with your fellow project
participants as well as the interviewees that share their Maidan stories with
you
 Get to know and understand a host of differing perspectives on Ukrainian
history-in-the-making
 Learn the basics of interactive storytelling
 Help creating a virtual audio memorial on Maidan Square that will be there
for people to engage with and think about for years to come
We are very much looking forward to receiving your application and meeting you
in Kyiv!

INFORMATION:
More information you can find on
our website, or you get in touch
with us directly via Email – see
below.

CONTACT:
Andreas Muckenfuß, CRISP
Project Coordinator
Email

Iryna Lysenko, ISKRA
Co-Coordinator
Email

The organizers:

Donor:

Nico Czaja
Creative Lead
Email

